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Executive Summary 

 

In accordance with the Department of Education’s fiscal year 2017-18 audit plan, the Office of 

Inspector General (OIG) conducted a consulting engagement with the Office of Professional 

Practice Services (PPS).  The purpose of this consulting engagement was to review access to the 

Department of Children and Families’ (DCF) Florida Safe Families Network (FSFN) Database to 

ensure PPS has effective internal controls over the use of FSFN.  The engagement also included 

a review of the notification process to ensure PPS efficiently addressed all notifications from 

DCF.   

 

The OIG initiated an audit of the controls, policies, and processes in place related to PPS access 

to the DCF database, external notifications, and internal requests for the period of April 1, 2017, 

through January 31, 2018.  During the preliminary information gathering and fieldwork, we 

determined PPS is implementing a new notification process and had not established policies and 

procedures.  Therefore, we determined it was in the best interest of the office to change the audit 

to a consulting engagement to better assist the program. 

 

Florida Statue 39.202 permits DCF to disclose all records held by the department concerning 

reports of child abandonment, abuse, or neglect, including reports made to the central abuse 

hotline, to employees or agents of the Department of Education who are responsible for the 

investigation or prosecution of misconduct by a certified educator. As a result, DCF provided the 

PPS staff responsible for investigating educator misconduct the ability to access DCF’s system 

of record known as FSFN and established a new notification process.  Per the new process, DCF 

requires investigators to only notify PPS if the subject of a child abuse investigation is a certified 

educator. 

 

Scope, Objectives, and Methodology 

 

The scope of this consulting engagement included controls, policies, and processes in place from 

April 1, 2017, through January 31, 2018.  The objectives of this engagement included: 

 

1. Determining if PPS has effective internal controls over the personal data accessed and 

protects that data from unauthorized access, distribution, use, or disclosure; and  

2. Determining if PPS has effective internal procedures for external and internal 

notifications. 
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To accomplish our objectives, we reviewed applicable laws, rules, and regulations; interviewed 

appropriate PPS staff; reviewed the department’s policies and procedures; reviewed the external 

and internal notification process; and reviewed DCF audit logs. 

Background 

The Office of Professional Practices Services (PPS) investigates alleged misconduct by 

educators in Florida who hold an educator’s certificate and pursues disciplinary action against 

the certificates of educators found to have committed acts of misconduct.  PPS investigates when 

facts presented show a violation has occurred as provided in s. 1012.796, Florida Statutes, and 

defined by rules of the State Board of Education.  Such facts provide the basis to investigate 

whether the educator has broken the law or violated the Principles of Professional Conduct, 

which outline the standards of conduct expected of certified educators in Florida.1 

In the past, Child Protective Investigators (CPI) were responsible for notifying PPS at the onset 

of the investigation when a report of abuse was received involving a certified educator, as well as 

providing the subsequent findings of the investigation upon closure.  The Department of 

Children and Families (DCF) worked with the Department of Education (DOE) to provide PPS 

staff responsible for investigating or prosecuting educator misconduct with direct access to the 

Florida Safe Families Network (FSFN). 

On June 13, 2017, DCF sent a memorandum to all CPI staff advising them of a new process for 

notifying DOE PPS when a certified educator is involved in an institutional investigation.  

Effective June 19, 2017, CPIs are no longer required to notify PPS by telephone at the onset of 

any institutional investigation involving a certified educator.  CPIs will only notify and provide 

FSFN report numbers to DOE for verified and not substantiated investigations upon closure of an 

investigation involving a certified educator.  Notification will only involve a specially designated 

email to doereports@fldoe.org that includes the FSFN report number, the educator’s full name, 

the educator’s date of birth, and the educator’s DOE certification number. 

Current Processes 

Notifications 

Prior to June 13, 2017, PPS received notifications of possible abuse from DCF and law 

enforcement offices across the state via phone, email, or fax.  DCF contacted PPS primarily via 

phone when they were notified of possible abuse.  The notifications included all school related 

employees (bus driver, cafeteria workers, etc.) regardless of the findings.  Upon receipt of a 

notification, PPS staff logged the information in the Educator Abuse Report Log (EARL).  PPS 

staff verified with DCF investigators if a case was already open for the subject or if a case would 

be opened in the future.  Staff would determine whether the reported subject was a certified 

educator.   

1 http://www.fldoe.org/teaching/professional-practices/ 

http://www.fldoe.org/teaching/professional-practices/
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The department collaborated with DCF to create a more efficient process that included allowing 

PPS to access the DCF system of record known as the Florida Safe Families Network (FSFN).  

Pursuant to the newly created process, CPIs should only send cases involving certified educators 

to PPS at the closure of an investigation.  In addition, CPIs should verify the DOE certification 

status of individuals before notifying PPS. 

In order to provide guidance and make recommendations, we reviewed external reports of abuse 

sent to PPS via phone, email, or fax.  PPS staff provided 37 emails from various DCF and law 

enforcement offices from June 2017 through December 2017.  Only thirteen of the 37 email 

notifications referenced closed cases.  The others were intake notifications or notifications where 

the CPI investigator did not identify the status of the cases.  When PPS received notifications on 

initial cases or when CPIs did not identify the status of the cases, PPS staff emailed instructions 

informing the CPIs of the new notification process.  The emails include two documents with 

specific instructions on reporting child abuse to PPS. 

Of the 37 notifications, PPS staff marked 21 notifications for follow up; however, only seven of 

the 21 notifications were marked complete.  PPS staff documented the follow-ups using an 

Outlook flagging feature but did not include the actions taken by PPS.  The 14 remaining emails 

marked for follow-up had end dates or due dates ranging from August 23, 2017, to November 

23, 2017.  We determined PPS does not have established procedures for consistently conducting 

follow-ups on notifications of alleged abuse. 

We additionally reviewed internal PPS requests for DCF reports via FSFN from April 1, 2017, to 

November 30, 2017.  Due to the sensitive nature of FSFN, PPS limited FSFN access to four 

employees.  If a PPS employee who does not have access to FSFN needs to verify information 

for an investigation or related prosecution, he or she has to contact the PPS lead staff person for 

FSFN.  The PPS employee must have a valid reason to request information from FSFN and the 

reason must relate to a PPS investigation or prosecution.  To track requests, PPS created a form 

for internal employees to complete when requesting information from FSFN.  Upon receipt of 

the request, the PPS FSFN lead should ensure the requester properly completed the internal form.  

If the request is properly completed and valid, the PPS lead locates the investigative summary 

report in FSFN and places the report into the requestor’s folder located on the PPS secure share 

drive.  The PPS lead should then send an email to the requestor informing them the report is 

available for viewing.  The PPS lead maintains a record of all requests in folders via email and 

marks the request complete once moved to an “Internal Worked folder.”  These requests are not 

stored outside of Outlook.  

PPS provided 28 emails of internal requests for FSFN reports.  Of the 28 emails received, 25 did 

not follow the documented process established for internal employees to request information 

from FSFN.  In addition, PPS staff did not follow the documented process established for 

internal requests when notifying a requestor that a report is available on the shared drive in their 

investigative folder.  PPS only provided two emails notifying the requestors of available reports.  

We determined PPS does not consistently follow their procedures for internal requests for FSFN 

reports.  
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Tracking 

Prior to obtaining access to FSFN, PPS manually tracked reports of abuse in EARL.  The earliest 

record in EARL dates to September 2006.  A PPS designee would manually log all allegations of 

abuse in EARL regardless of whether the accused was a certified educator.  PPS designed EARL 

to capture the reported date of abuse, the district making the report, the educator involved, and a 

description of the allegation.  All records in the SQL driven table resulted from faxes or phone 

calls received by PPS.  Once DCF granted PPS access to FSFN, PPS disabled EARL and no 

longer utilizes a tracking application.  PPS now tracks notifications of alleged abuse by utilizing 

Outlook email folders and flagging emails for follow-up.   

PPS records reports of abuse from entities outside of DCF and law enforcement offices (i.e. 

internal DOE reports) in a Correspondence Log (C-Log) application.  PPS currently utilizes C-

Log to capture the correspondence contact as well as the action taken.  In addition, the C-Log 

allows users to attach documents and search by contact name.  Both EARL and C-Log allow 

users to edit, delete, save, or create new records.   

The current PPS tracking process via Outlook does not allow PPS to effectively track allegations 

of abuse or conduct and document follow-ups appropriately.  In addition, an ineffective tracking 

process could hinder PPS management’s ability to reconcile FSFN logs and identify instances of 

misuse of FSFN.  

Identifying Misuse 

In order to determine whether PPS staff misused their FSFN access, we attempted to analyze 

DCF audit logs and compare the cases identified on the logs to the notification emails provided 

by PPS.  We requested an audit trail of PPS active user access to FSFN from DCF’s IT 

department from April 2017 to November 2018.  An employee within DCF’s Office of 

Information Technology Services informed us the FSFN audit logs list unique Identification (ID) 

numbers for each case an individual reviews.  The audit logs DCF provided displayed ID 

numbers viewed by PPS staff but did not include names associated with the cases viewed.   

We were unable to match any of the cases identified on the audit log with the PPS notification 

emails.  Due to insufficient tracking of external abuse reports by PPS and the use of unique IDs 

rather than names on the DCF audit logs, we were unable to show whether misuse of the system 

occurred.  Per DCF staff, FSFN audit logs can include all information needed to conduct an 

effective misuse review; however, PPS management will need to submit a request to DCF to 

tailor the audit logs to their specific needs.   

Recommendations 

We recommend PPS establish documented policies and procedures for receiving, processing, and 

tracking notifications of institutional investigations or alleged abuse.  The procedures should 

entail precise activities to ensure and align PPS efforts.  These procedures should include but not 

be limited to: 

 Requiring all external and internal notifications be documented in a tracking system;
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 Establishing a follow up process for external and internal notifications; and

 Storing and securing documents (i.e. internal notifications, external notifications, and

FSFN reports).

To implement the established policies and procedures, we recommend PPS develop a 

notification tracking system.  PPS could utilize one of the existing tracking systems to track 

internal and external notifications.  A tracking system could also facilitate the follow up process 

and assist with monitoring user activity in the FSFN system.  The tracking system should, at a 

minimum, capture the FSFN case number, the subject’s full name, the subject’s date of birth, and 

the subjects’ DOE certification number.  The system should include whether follow up is 

required, the date staff started and completed follow up activities, and any actions taken.  The 

system should allow the attachment of faxes, emails, and other related correspondence as needed. 

As processes become more established, we recommend PPS conduct periodic quality assurance 

reviews.  Quality assurance reviews will ensure PPS identifies instances of improper use of 

FSFN access and takes appropriate action.  In order to conduct an effective quality assurance 

review, PPS will need to collaborate with DCF and customize audit logs to use for comparison 

purposes.  The audit logs will need to include the name of the alleged abuser and be comparable 

to the information tracked on the PPS notification logs.   

We recommend PPS periodically request reports from DCF listing the subjects of all closed 

investigations.  This will allow PPS to compare the notifications received from the CPIs to the 

DCF closed cases to ensure all relevant cases were submitted and appropriate action was taken.  

Finally, we recommend PPS establish a retention policy for both internal and external 

notifications.  The retention policy should include but not be limited to policies and procedures 

for maintaining documents, storing documents, destroying records, etc.   
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Closing Comments 

The Office of the Inspector General would like to recognize and acknowledge the Office of 

Professional Practice Services and staff for their assistance during the course of this engagement.  

Our fieldwork was facilitated by the cooperation and assistance extended by all personnel 

involved.  

To promote accountability, integrity, and efficiency in state government, the OIG completes audits and reviews 
of agency programs, activities, and functions.  Our audit was conducted under the authority of section 20.055, 

F.S., and in accordance with the International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing, 
published by the Institute of Internal Auditors, and Principles and Standards for Offices of Inspector General, 

published by the Association of Inspectors General.  The audit was conducted by Keisha Conyers and supervised 
by Tiffany Hurst, Audit Director. 

Please address inquiries regarding this report to the OIG’s Audit Director by telephone at 850-245-0403.  Copies 
of final reports may be viewed and downloaded via the internet at http://www.fldoe.org/ig/auditreports.asp#F.  
Copies may also be requested by telephone at 850-245-0403, by fax at 850-245-9419, and in person or by mail 

at the Department of Education, Office of the Inspector General, 325 West Gaines Street, Suite 1201, 
Tallahassee, FL 32399. 

http://www.fldoe.org/ig/auditreports.asp#F

